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Results
Average distance distribution in MT RFs is bimodal: multiple surfaces are often present in RFs during natural experience
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· To test this hypothesis, it is important to understand the properties of figure and ground during
natural vision within spatial regions comparable to the receptive fields (RFs) of cortical neurons.
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· In a natural scene statistics analysis, we asked whether figure and ground regions differ
systematically in their depth (binocular disparity), and characterized the impact of
observer self-motion and object motion on the relative retinal speeds of figure and ground.
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· We have been investigating how neurons in the middle-temporal (MT) cortex of macaque
monkeys, an area important for motion and depth processing, represent multiple visual stimuli
[1,2]. Our working hypothesis is that the properties of MT neurons reflect a strategy to exploit
statistical regularities during natural vision to help achieve figure-ground segregation.
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· Perceptually, several important factors have been identified—notably motion & depth.
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· Segregating a figure object from the background, referred to as figure-ground segregation, is a
fundamental function of vision.
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Conclusions
Our results suggest that stereoscopic depth and motion in natural scenes have statistical regularities at the scale of MT receptive fields. Such regularities may be
exploited by cortical neurons to help segregate figure from ground. In future work, we plan to:
· use different types of natural scenes and video clips to measure natural scene statistics of depth and object motion;
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